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With Thanks
Thank you to the students and learners who submitted
nominations for these awards. The quantity and
standard of the nominations made it exceptionally
difficult to select the winners. Every staff member who
was nominated was notified and many nominees wrote
to us expressing gratitude to the students and learners
who nominated them. Thank you.

Foreword
HAJRA BABARIYA, GROUP HEAD OF STUDENT EXPERIENCE

These awards recognise and reward the exceptional
contribution of teaching and professional services staff to
the student experience at BPP University.
Congratulations to all of those who received a nomination for
this year's Student-Led Staff Awards.
It has been a privilege to help facilitate this event but I would
like to give special thanks to the Students’ Association,
specifically Sam Edwards for doing such a fantastic job with
leading on this.
I would also like to thank all staff for their commitment to the
student/learner experience in what has been a tremendously
difficult year.
Although we have begun thinking about fresh beginnings it is
important to take a moment to reflect on our achievements
and recognise our strengths as an organisation.
Finally I would like to give my personal thanks to Tim, Sally
Ann and Juliette for all the support they have shown me and
the Students’ Association over the last 18 months.

BPP Hero Award
AWARDED TO THE MEMBER OF STAFF RECEIVING THE MOST
NOMINATIONS, DEMONSTRATING AN OUTSTANDING
COMMITMENT TO THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE AT BPP.

Natasha Saleh
Law School
"I am truly humbled and honoured to
receive the BPP Hero Award. Thank you to
each and every one of my students who
nominated me. I will treasure this award
always, it means the world to me. I look
forward to teaching and supporting my
students everyday. Thank you very much
again."

Lecturer of the Year
AWARDED TO AN EXCEPTIONAL TUTOR WHO HAS HAD A
TRANSFORMATIVE IMPACT ON THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE.

Dominic Lyons
School of Technology
"Hello my happy bouncy chums, my
sincere thanks for this award. I am really
happy that my students have been
enjoying my classes and my training style,
I’ll see if I can make it better for next year
😊. Also while this is award directed at me,
I have to say I can only be the lecturer of
the year because of the team I work with..
GOO Team School of Tech ...😊"

Coach of the Year
AWARDED TO A COACH WHO HAS ENABLED THEIR
LEARNERS TO DEVELOP PROFESSIONALLY AND PUSHED
THEM TO FULFIL THEIR POTENTIAL.

Arlene Jamieson
Apprenticeship School
"I was absolutely thrilled to receive BBP’s
Coach of the Year award. That this award
is chosen by students means a lot to me.
As HR students, I know how busy you are,
so thank you for taking the time to
nominate me, Arlene"

Providing Excellent
Feedback
AWARDED TO AN INDIVIDUAL WHO CONSISTENTLY
PROVIDES EXCELLENT AND MEANINGFUL FEEDBACK THAT
ENABLES STUDENTS TO DEVELOP.

Michelle Fawcett
Law School
"I am honoured to have even been nominated
for this award, let alone win it. It is genuinely
rewarding to feel appreciated. I am delighted
to know that students feel that they are
benefitting from my feedback in such a
positive way. However, the true joy is mine,
watching students improve and progress
towards their chosen careers; that's job
satisfaction"

Personal Tutor Hero
(The panel elected to make two awards)
AWARDED TO A PERSONAL TUTOR WHO CONSISTENTLY
GOES ABOVE AND BEYOND TO SUPPORT THE ACADEMIC
AND PASTORAL NEEDS OF THEIR STUDENTS.

Emma Redmond
School of Nursing
“I am delighted and honoured to be awarded the
Personal Tutor Hero award, and would like to thank
those who took the time to vote for me, especially in
light of how challenging this last year has been for
the nursing apprentices. Nurse education is my
passion and to assist the apprentices on their
learning journey, and support them to reach their
potential is an absolute pleasure. Therefore, I equally
would like to thank Professor Gell and BPP university,
for supporting and providing me with the opportunity
to fulfil my professional goals.”

Personal Tutor Hero
(The panel elected to make two awards)
AWARDED TO A PERSONAL TUTOR WHO CONSISTENTLY
GOES ABOVE AND BEYOND TO SUPPORT THE ACADEMIC
AND PASTORAL NEEDS OF THEIR STUDENTS.

Rosie Longman
Law School
"I am delighted to receive this award.
I always aim to do the best I can for my students. I try
never to forget that they are each facing their own
difficulties and to take the time to find these out and
support each student as an individual.
This is an essential part of doing my job well but the
fabulous people I meet {ie my students!} makes it feel
less like work.
It is great to know that this is appreciated and I am
truly humbled that students have taken the time to
vote for me and write nominations."

Programme Leader
of the Year
AWARDED TO A PROGRAMME LEADER WHO IS
APPROACHABLE AND PROACTIVE IN OFFERING HELP AND
SUPPORT.

Mamta Ondhia
Law School

"I am very happy to receive this award.
It is particularly special because it has
been voted for by the students. The
LLB students are an amazing group
and I glad to be able to help them in
any that I can”

Extra Mile Award
(The panel elected to make two awards)
AWARDED TO A MEMBER OF STAFF WHO CONSISTENTLY
GOES ABOVE AND BEYOND FOR BPP STUDENTS.

Lynne Gell,
School of Nursing
“I am shocked but immensely honoured not
only be nominated but to have this
recognition bestowed by the students. Our
students commitment to their studies is to
be commended and their resilience through
the journey of COVID is amazing. It is my
responsibility as the Dean to ensure as Team
we do everything we can to enable our
students to achieve their goal."

Extra Mile Award
(The panel elected to make two awards)
AWARDED TO A MEMBER OF STAFF WHO CONSISTENTLY
GOES ABOVE AND BEYOND FOR BPP STUDENTS.

Naomi Bown
School of Nursing
"I am so thrilled to have been nominated
for such an amazing award and to have
been named the winner was such an
amazing surprise! I enjoy being a part of
our learners’ journeys and like to think that
being able to go the extra mile for learners
supports them and hopefully inspires them
on their learning journey!"

Inclusive Practice
Award
AWARDED TO A MEMBER OF STAFF IMPRESSIVELY
PROACTIVE IN ENSURING THAT THEIR WORK IS INCLUSIVE
OF ALL STUDENTS, FOR EXAMPLE IN TERMS OF RACE,
DISABILITY, OR GENDER.

Jason Luxemburg
Learning Support Team

"I'm really proud to receive the award
for Inclusive Practice, not just for
myself, but for the Learning Support
team as well. Inclusion is at the centre
of what we do as disability advisors, so
having this work recognised by our
students is wonderful."

Support Services
Award
AWARDED TO A MEMBER OF STAFF WHO CONSISTENTLY
PROVIDES EXCEPTIONAL SUPPORT TO STUDENTS AND IS
CREDITED WITH ENABLING STUDENTS TO SUCCEED.

Esme Howden
Safeguarding Team

"I am honoured to win this award,
especially during such a tough year for
everyone. I have had the privilege of
speaking to so many incredible
students who’s strength and resolve to
achieve is truly inspirational. Thank
you."

Students and
Learners as Partners
AWARDED TO A MEMBER OF STAFF WHO UPHOLDS THE
IDEA OF STUDENTS AND LEARNERS AS PARTNERS AND
FACILITATES THEIR FEEDBACK AT EVERY OPPORTUNITY.

Charlotte Dare
Students' Association
“This award embodies everything the
Students’ Association is passionate
about when working with our students
and learners. I am truly humbled and
honoured to have received this award
and be recognised by our outstanding
students. I cant wait to continue our
work in partnership with our students.”

The BPP Students'
Association
About Us
The Students' Association are an independent part of BPP
University. We work on the student voice, engagement and
provide impartial academic and welfare advice. All students
are automatically part of the association during their time at
BPP.
This summer we produced a short informative video to tell
BPP students about our work. You can view this video here.

Contact Us
For Student Voice: Represent@bpp.com
To join a club or society or find out about the latest events:
Engage@bpp.com
For independent academic and welfare advice:
independentadvice@bpp.com
For the Student Presidents: KurtSatney@bpp.com or
SamEdwards@bpp.com

Find Out More
You can find all our support resources and learn more about
the work we do on the Students' Association website:

www.bppstudents.com

